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ABSTRACT 


In this project, a comparison of excavation result between Sage Crips Software and 

Plaxis Software have been analyzed. The main research tool was Sage Crips and 

Plaxis. Meanwhile for validation, Fortran90 was used. These will be discussed 

further in the coming chapter. From the analysis done we will be able to compare the 

results from Sage Crips and Plaxis. Before the analysis steps, a study on the theory 

behind both software should be done and learning how to use or run the software. 



ABSTRAK 


Dalam projek ini , satu perbandingan output Pengorekan Bebas telah dilaksanakan di 

antara Program Sage Crips dan Plaxis. Kajian utama yang dilaksanakan ialah tentang 

Program Sage Crips dan Plaxis. Kedua-dua program ini adalah berteraskan konsep 

Fortran 90. Perbandingan ini akan dibincangkandenganJebihJerperinci -dalam bab~ 

bab seterusnya. Daripada analisis yang dilaksanakan. perbandingan output untuk 

Pengorekan Bebas akan dinilai di antara Program Sage Crips dan Plaxis. Sebelwn 

mendalami perbandingan output melalui kedua--dua program, pembelajaran tentang 

konsep atau teori yang digunakan oleh kedua-dua program dilakukan. Langkah ini 

untuk memudahkan pemahaman konsep dalam kedua-dua program di samping 

mengetahui prosedur menggunakan program untuk mendapatkan output. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table (SoD Properties) 
Density when drained Density when submergedMaterials 

above water level below ground water level 

y(mglm3
)y(mglm1 

1.20-1.50 

Basalt and Delorities 

Ashes 

2.15-2.30 

Broken brick I 0.65-1.00 

Chalk 1.10-1.75 

Coarse to medium sand 1.7-2.10 

I 


Fine and silty sand I Below 1.50 


Firm clay 

Granite 

Gravel 

Gravel-sand and clay 

Limestone 

Loose fine sand 

Peat 

Sandstone 

1.60-1 .90 

2.20 

1.6-2.00 

2.00-2.25 

0.95-2.00 

2~2-2.30 

2.50 

1.75-2.25 

0.65-0.80 

1.20-1.35 

0.30-0.50 

0.65-0.95 

0.90-1.25 

Below 0.90 

0.65-0.95 

-

0.90-1.25 

1.00-1.35 

0.30-1.00 

1.00-1.35 

-

1.10-1.60 

Shales 1.90-2.30 I 1.00-1.35 

1.05-1.4 0.05-0.4Soft clay 

0.8-1.10I 1.75-2.01Stiff bolder clay 

2.70Stiff to hart mart -

I 
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APPENDIXB 


Table (Typical value of the modulus of elasticity for soils and rocks.) 


Soil or Rock Type Modulus of Elasticity 


Condition 


(lb/ft2) (kPa)Units 

Undrained Conditon 

30,000-200,000 1500-10,000Soft Clay 
I 

100,000-1,000,000 5,000-50,000 

StiffClay 

Medium Clay 

300,000-1,500,000 15,000-75,000 


Drained Conditon 


Soft Clay 
 5,000-30,000 250-1,500 


Medium Clay 
 10,000-70,000 500-3500 


StiffClay 
 25,000-400,000 1,200-20,000 


Loose Clay 
 200,000-500,000 10,000-25,000 

Medium Dense Sand 400,000-1,200,000 20,000-60,000 


Dense Sand 1,000,000-2,000,000
I 50,000-100,000 

~ - .. 
1.4 x 108-4.0xl09 7,000,000-20,000,000Sandstone 

5.0x108-1.0x109 25,000,000-50,000,000Granite 

200,000,0004.2x109Steel 

II 



APPENDIXC 


Table (Typical Value Of Poison Ratio For Soils And Rock) 


Soil or Rock Type Poison Ratio vp 

Saturated soil, Undrained condition 0.50 

Partially Saturated clay 0.3-0.4 
,

Dense Sand, Drained Condition 0.3-0.4 

Loose Sand, Drained Condition 0.1-0.3 

Sandstone 0.25-0.3 

Granite 0.23-0.27 

1 

For the purpose of case study 1, the type of elastic soil that has been chosen is stiff 

clay and sandstone soil that has typical value of modulus of elasticity and poison 

ratio of3000kPa and 0.25 respectively. 



APPENDIXD 

Table (Section and properties of Larsen steel sheet piling) 

Section B H T F Sectional Weight Combined Modulus Ratio of 

Area moment of of weight 

inertia Settion per 

modulus 

IA 400 130 5.8 302 107 84 2496 384 4.57 

IB 400 178 6.4 305 114 89 4998 562 6.31 

1GB 400 130 5.8 302 115 90 2729 419 14.66 

lU 400 130 9.4 302 ' 135 106 3184 489 4.61 

2 400 200 7.8 270 156 122 8494 850 16.97 

2B 400 270 7.1 248 149 117 13663 1013 8.66 

2N 400 270 7.1 248 156 122 14855 I, 1101 9.02 

3 400 247 8.9 248 ' 198 155 16839 1360 8.77 

3B 400 298 8.9 235 198 155 23910 1602 10.34 

3120 508 343 8.4 330 175 137 28554 ' 1665 12.15 

4A 400 381 9.4 219 236 185 45160 2371 12.82 

4B 420 343 10.9 257 236 201 , 39165 2285 11.37 
I I 

4/20 508 381 9.4 321 ' 207 I' 162 43167 2266 13.99 I 

508 381 9.4 321 218 171 45924 2414 14.12 

5 420 343 11.9 , 257 303 238 50777 2962 12.45 
-

6 420 440 14.0 ~i 370 290 92298 4200 14.48 I 

, 

420 440 14.0 251 398 312 101689 4618 14.80 

420 440 14.0 251 421 330 ' 109968 5000 15.15 

lOA 450 171 12.7 130 176 138 4166 486 3.52 

10B/20 508 171 12.7 273 167 131 6054 706 5.39 

lOA 450 108 12.7 130 171 134 2250 356 2.66 

lOB 

20 508 12.7 273 
I ~ 



NOTATIONS 


E Modulus ofElasticity 

G Shear Elasticity 

V = Void ratio 

OCR Over consolidated ratio 

Ka = Coefficient ofactive earth pressure 

Ko - Coefficient of lateral pressure 

Nc = Coefficient depending on the dimension of the 

excavation 

p Surface Surcharge 

S Undrained Shear Strength 

y = Bulk density of Soil 

• Angle og vertical friction 



CHAPTER ONE 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

The tenn excavation includes a work on earthfiU, cut and mixture of cut and fill 

(Kerisel, 1985). Construction work on site involved a work of excavation such as 

foundation, retaining walls, drainage, road etc. 

In this project, a comparison of excavation result between Sage Crips Software and 

Plaxis Software have been analyzed. The Parameter for both software are same 

because we want to differentiate the result by using same value. 

The tudy of excavation by both software also validate each other. This situation act 

as control mechanism to make sure input data are correct and reliable. 

The main research tool was Sage Crips and Plaxis. Meanwhile for validation,.. 
Fortran90 was used. These will be discussed further in the coming chapter. From the 

analysis done we win be able to compare the results from Sage Crips and Plaxis. 

Before the analysis steps, a study on the theory behind both software should be done 

and learning how to use or run the software. 



1.2 Objective 

The principal objective of the study were; 


a) To compare the theory used by Sage Crisp and Plaxis. 


b) To compare the procedure to use Sage Crisp and Plaxis. 


c) To compare the efficiency of result between both program. 


d) Learn to use Sage Crisp and Plaxis Software to solve geotechnic problem. 


1.3 Research Significant 

The finite element modeling of excavation 1S hopefully will simulate the real 

environment ofexcavation. 

It will be a very good reference and guideline to the civil engineering practitioner 

and researcher to do excavation work on term of same soil properties. The model can 

be a good example to compare the accuracy of Sage Crisp software and Plaxis. 

Thus, by doing the model, the specific knowledge of excavation can be very much 

apprehend by both researcher and civil engineering practitioner. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Excavation 


Performance of a deep excavation is related to both stability and deformation. 

deep excavations are designed to stable and to limit deformations to 

acceptable levels. A stable deep excavation is an excavation whose walls do 

not collapse, and whose base does not heave uncontrollably. Ground 

deformations around excavations can damage adjacent buildings, streets, and 

utilities. The severity and extent of damage depends on the magnitude and 

pattern of ground movements around the excavation. 

Stability and deformation are related. If the factor of safety against 

collapse is large. strain in the soil around the excavation will be small and 

gro\D1d movements Will be small. On the other hand, if the factor of safety 

against collapse is close ! one strains in the soil around the excavation will 

be large and ground movements be large. 

Thus prediction of deep excavation performance involves analysis of both 

stability and deformation. Experience has shown that stability can be 

evaluated with sufficient accuracy using simple limit equilibrium 

calculations. Deformations, however, are significantly more difficult to 

3 



predict, and finite element analyses are often used for this purpose when 

ground movements are particularly important 

2.1.1 DEEP EXCAVATION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

The excavation of soil from a deep excavation has two main effects. The first 

is that the removal of the weight of the excavated soil results in a decrease in 

the vertical stress in the soil beneath the excavation. The second is that the 

removal oftbe soil in the excavation results in a loss of lateral support for the 

soil around the excavation. The purpose of a deep excavation support system 

is to provide lateral support for the surrounding an excavation and to limit 

movement of the surrounding soil. 

Support systems for deep excavations consist of two main components. The 

first is a retaining wall. The second component is the support provided for the, 

retaining wall. Many types of walls and supports have been used in deep 

excavations. The principal types of walls are diaphragm (structural slurry), 

sheet pile, soldier pile': and lagging, tangent piles, contiguous piles, and deep 

soil mixed walls. The principal types of supports are struts (braces), rakers, 

and tieback anchors. The book by Puller (1996) describes these and other, 

Jess widely used support systems in considerable detail. 

4 



2.1.3 ORGANlZATION OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

The references reviewed for this evaluation ofpublished literature are divided 

into three categories. Tbe first is state of the art papers or significant review 

papers on deep excavations. The second is papers describing anaJ}1icaJ 

studies of deep excavation perfQonance. The third category is field stuilie.<; of 

deep excavation performance. The references in these categories are 

summarized and discussed in the following sections. 

2.1.4 PREVIOUS REVIEWS 

Five state of the art papers or significant reviews of excavation performance 

were found during this review. These are Perk(l969),Lambe (1970), 

Goldberg et a1 (1976), O'Rourke (1981), and Clough and O'Rourke (1990). 

In the nearly 30 years since Peck's landmark paper, the state of the art in 

deep excavations has ..",roved significantly with regard to the quality of 

construction that can he achieved, the amount of field performance data 

available, and the sophistication, of analyses that can be performed. This 

evaluation is reflected clearly in the Jiterature. 

5 



2.1.S PECK (1969) 


Perhaps the best known and most referenced paper on deep excavations is 

Peck's 1969 state of the art paper on tunneling and deep excavations. Peck 

considered deep excavations to be excavations with veltical sides that require 

lateral support. 

Lateral movements, ground settlements next to excavations, base failure by 

heave, methods for reducing ground settlement next to excavations, and earth 

pressure diagrams for deep excavation desif,7Jl are the main topics discussed 

by Peck.. The observations, in Peck's paper are based on his personal 

experience, and information from published case histories. There are three 

major themes in Peck's discussion of deep excavations. One is the 

importance of soil type and properties on the· performance of deep 

excavations. The second is the importance of the depth of excavation. The 

third is the importance of what Peck called «workmanship" in controlling 

movements. Workmanship includes factors such as prompt installation of 

supports. 

6 



.1.6 LAMBE (1 970) 

Lambe s 1970 paper on braced excavations focused on design and. 

analysis of deep excavations and their support systems. Lambe 

reviewed factors influencing- the movement of soils due to excavation 

and the engineering of deep excavations, He included three case 

historie of excavations for the MBTA subway in Boston- and 

applied the state of the art in design and analysis to each of the three 

cases and then compared predictions to measured perfonnance. 

Lambe concluded that the state of the art for the design and analysis 

ofbraced excavations was far from satisfactory, since support system 

loads and ground movements could not be predicted with confidence. 

Lcunbe also 'uggesled that the finite element method, and experience 

shared through published histories were the two most promising ways 

for gaining understanding ofdeep excavation perfonnance. 

2.1.7GOLDBERO ET AL(197~ 

In 1976 Goldberg et al wrote a three-volume report for the FHWA on design 

recommendations, design considerations, and construction techniques for 

lateral support systems. The report is a comprehensive source of infonnation 

on the state of practice in 1976. The authors used information from the 

measurements and perfonnance of 63 case histories as a basic for estimating 

7 



maximwn borizontal wall movement maximum ground settlements, and the 

shape of the settJement profile of the ground surface adjacent to excavations. 

The authors correlated the magnitude of deformations and the settlement 

profile to excavatjon depth and soil type. 

2.1.80' ROURKE (1981) 

O'Rourke examined ground movements caused by braced. excavations and 

related construction activities. He pointed out the importance of site 

preparation activities on ground movements. He listed relocation and 

underpinning of utilities, dewatering, support wall construction, and deep 

foundation installation as a fe,\' of the site preparation activities that can 

cause ground movements. He also studied the relationship between the 

deflected shape of the excavation support wall and the ratio of horizontal to 

vertical movement of the ground surface by reviewing performance data from 

seven case histories. He concluded from his. analysis that the ratio to 

horizontal to vertical movements of the ground surface is 1.6 for pure 

cantilever deformation and 0.60 for pure bulging deformation of the walL 

O'Rourke also drew conclusions about the effects of brace stiffness, pre

stressing of braces, and timing of brace placement. He observed that the 

effective sti.fftless of braces could be as low as two percent of the ideal 

. stiffness (AEJT) due to the effects of compression in connections and bending 

ofbraces. 
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